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Nothing could ever describe how the three artist friends,
Vipoo Srivilas, a Thai stoneware pottery artist, Shin Koyama,
a Japanese artist whose expertise includes printing arts and
ceramics, and Pepijin van den Nieuwendijik, a talented young
artist who is fond of porcelain from the Netherlands, have
met for the very first time other than the concept of law of
attraction, “like attracts like”. Separately, the three artists were
on their way searching for inspiration to create new piece of art,
and a coincidence led them to the same place, the 10th year
anniversary of Sanbao Ceramic Art Institute, Jingdezhen, China.

Vipoo Srivilas started the story as his two artist friends
were sitting close by quietly, listening. Back then, Pepijin and
I was roommates so we spent most of our time together, but
when our time in China was over, each of us drew a picture
on a small piece of tile and exchanged it as a gift before we
parted. Out of curiosity, I tried putting the two tiles
together before we left and that was when Indigo
Monster has initially started. Pepijin added that it was
the equal level of art skills and sense of humor that pull
them close. From the point where the idea sparkled,
Vipoo and I asked Shin Koyama to join the project with
a simple concept of creating monsters by drawing in sequence,
just like playing games by using Cadavre Exquis method.
Inspired by an old parlour game called Consequences,
French Surrealists invented Cadavre Exquis, a method
by which a collection of words or images is collectively
assembled. Players need to write in turn on a sheet of paper,
fold it to conceal part of the writing, and then pass it to the
next player for a further contribution.
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Such technique has been used to create the work for
Indigo Monster Project where each collaborator drew 5 pictures of
monster’s parts; head, body, and legs. One does the head, then pass
on to the next to draw the body, then pass on to the next to create
the legs. At the end of the game, a complete monster appears. As they
live in different locations, the drawing game was being done through
airmail post. What makes the game interesting is not that they are
not allowed to see the end of what the previous artist drew, but the
harmony between the very details of monsters that each artist
contributed
Choosing Indigo as the main theme color of the Indigo Monster
paintings, Vipoo, Shin and Pepijin want to create the unity in their
work as well as to remind themselves of the “The Town of Stoneware
Pottery” where they first met. However, after they started the
project, they surprisingly found that Indigo colors of Thailand, Japan
and the Netherlands are somehow different. In the painting of three
monsters from the early set of their work, each of them used tones
of Indigo color which is distinctly different and can be noticed clearly.
However, in their later work, they changed to use the similar Indigo tones.
Also, they exchange similarity and difference among themselves upon
creation. An example is the painting of a monster wearing Chinese
sandals (Gia) which Pepijin started to paint the monster’s body first.
He made his monster wear a Netherland-styled shirt’s collar. Then
his monster was handed to Wipoo who borrowed the pattern of the
collar to create the lower part of the head which looks like an industrial
factory. Shin, a Japanese artist, was the one who complete this
work when he hid the evil eyes in the monster’s Chinese sandals.
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The technique the artists use is interesting but the
stories behind the details of each monster are equally worth
taking a look. The head of the monster on the exhibition poster
was designed by Shin and it was the initial part of the monster
they started with. “This piece of work is about nature. After I
finished the head, Pepijin and Wipoo, who are responsible for the
monster’s body and lower part respectively, took what I want
to express and developed it into a beautiful and united work
piece. In my imagination, this monster conveys environment,
globalization and multi-culture”, Shin told us enthusiastically in
English with Japanese accent. After handing over work among
three of them for a period of time, the artists then decided
to lift themselves up to the next level. They started to use
higher skills to compete and tease one another at the same time.
Pepijin told us about the work which he most enjoyed doing it,
“Shin gave me a picture of a monster’s head, that’s it. It is such a
simple yet very mysterious picture. At that time I could only think
that this monster must belong to somewhere mysterious. She
must be in casino, gambling, in a risky situation or things like that.
So, I put every detail I want in the picture and spare only small
space for Wipoo to fill it. (Laugh) And he did finish it brilliantly.
He chose not to draw the monster’s lower part but another monster
gambling on a table instead. When I first saw it, I was so amazed!”
The “Indigo Minster Project” exhibition is showcased
at Lalanta Fineart, Thailand for the first time. Then it will
take place at art galleries in Japan, the Netherlands and
Australia. The three artists also give opportunities to their
audience to name the 27 pictures of monsters. Buyers can name
the ones they buy. Moreover, Vipoo, the Thai artist, put parts of
monsters up on the wall of the second floor, inviting spectators
to play jigsaw game with the parts. The audience can create their
monsters from their own imagination. This exhibition is an
open space where people can come to enjoy and interact
with art freely and this is the way this open-minded and
friendly artist group would like to offer their audience.
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